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Chapter 1 : Edible Gardening | Miracle-Gro
"The Edible Container Garden" is a fine book if you have a little mechanical/design savoir faire. It illustrates several ways
of constructing raised beds and other garden structures, and contains an especially helpful diagram of the author's own
garden in his London rowhouse.

Grow Climbers and Vines Support climbing vegetables and vines and direct them upward with the help of a
trellis or a cage or by any other way. Such plants use vertical space and are abundant in production. Use
Hanging Baskets Image Credit: Tomatoes, strawberries, many other vegetables, and herbs can be grown in
hanging baskets successfully. It also creates space! For those who have a small balcony or open window that
receives full sun. We picked up this idea from Sunset , read more there! You can grow fresh herbs and greens
easily in a limited space by following this idea. They have a step by step DIY article on this for you to look at,
check out! You can use them in salads, to garnish your meal or make sharbat. The list is long; the Treehugger
has the names, check out! Parsley, thyme, mint, sage, oregano, cilantro and much more to choose from. A
window box, a few small containers, hanging baskets, etc. Tomatoes are Must Tomatoes are a wonderful and
the most important addition to a container vegetable garden. They look beautiful too. Choose varieties and
grow a few plants to get a bountiful harvest of homegrown tomatoes. Red hot pepper, red-stemmed swiss
chard, round midnight basil, fine leaf rosemary with other herbs like lemongrass or thyme can make it look
appealing. Use Unique Planters Use unique planters to provide virtual interest to your container vegetable
garden. You can recycle and DIY your own planters or buy a few in unusual shape and size. There are a lot of
DIY ideas available on our website for help. Instead, group large and small containers together, this will create
a visual appeal. Group plants according to their height to create a garden like surrounding effect. To do this,
place tall plants in the back and short and low growing plants like herbs and greens in front. Grow a Lemon
Tree Growing a lemon tree in a pot is not difficult and probably an intelligent addition to your container
vegetable garden. Take Help of Vertical Gardening Lettuces in the window boxes in a balcony The biggest
challenge of limited space gardening is limited space itself. To beat this, take help of Vertical Gardening. Use
shoe racks, book shelves, and plant holders to keep more pots. Besides, there are many other unique vertical
gardening ideas available here. We found this One pot herb garden idea on Southern Living fascinating for
urban gardeners. See the full post here!
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"The Edible Container Garden" ex "No space is too small to grow delicious and healthy food." Enjoying tasty and fresh
produce no longer requires a trip to the local farm stand or gourmet grocery.

They are somewhat tricky to raise so I recommend you do your research first before even buying the
seedlings. Winter and summer squash can even be grown in large containers but be warned they like to roam.
Since summer squash is a bush rather than a vine it is less likely to take over the neighborhood. If you want to
grow any of the larger, heavier vegetables or fruit vertically think growing cantaloupe or growing watermelon
, consider putting them in a netting or hammock for support. They can become very heavy and break the vine
of your plant which might kill it. You can get very creative here. Hold your squash up with a handkerchief or a
piece of netting. Another vegetable that grows well in pots is cucumbers. Consider growing them vertically as
they are a vine. With a helping hand and a strong trellis, they will happily climb. If you decide not to use a
trellis, assume your cukes will travel outside your container-no matter how large it is. The advantage to
growing them vertically is they grow straighter and are easier to harvest. There are a wide variety of beans ,
fruits and herbs that can be grown in your container garden. Some of the easiest to container grow are listed in
this article. Get a jump on things by starting your seeds indoors. This can be done in the middle of winter or
the dog days of summer. First, do you want to make your own or do you want to use store bought? Your
budget has a little bit to do with this too. Soil needs air pockets so the roots can easily grow. The more roots,
the larger it gets, and the more it produces. Organic soil is alive. Those creatures need oxygen to live.
Waterlogged soil is not good for them. Sometimes it is called starting or transplanting mix. Do you want to
spend a little extra money on organic? Before throwing it into your cart, take a look at the ingredients. Perlite
is crushed volcanic rock. It is what keeps your soil light and fluffy thus keeping oxygen flowing throughout
your pot. A good soil will clearly have perlite throughout it. Since it looks like tiny pieces of popcorn, it is not
too hard to miss. Making your own potting soil In order to grow organic vegetables in pots, Mr. Smith has a
specific container soil recipe he recommends. Ingredients One quart bag of mature, high-quality compost
Make your own compost here! After the ingredients are combined, moisten the soil with a steady stream of
water while continuing to stir. The finished soil should be moist but not soaked. Choosing the right soil mix is
very important if you want your plants to thrive, be healthy and produce a strong crop of delicious vegetables
for you to enjoy. Choosing the Right Containers The Edible Terrace greenhouse in early spring You can use
virtually any type of container you want. This may be a fun opportunity for you to be inventive and recycle
old materials that would otherwise be discarded. For example, one of our neighbors has created a garden in an
old rowboat. Not only is it fun and creative but she has put to good use an item that would otherwise end up at
the landfill or bottom of the ocean. Take note that a container needs good drainage. It is absolutely vital that
you ensure excess water can drain out or your plants will suffer. Assuming the material can withstand it, if
necessary drill more drainage holes. We have bought many cute inexpensive pots over the years and drilled
holes in the bottom-including my feed troughs. As you can see in my greenhouse picture above, I am using
several types of pots in our garden. We actually have two. I have the other on the outside of the greenhouse. In
the back is a Gronomics raised garden bed. On the left are several assorted containers from 5-gallon grow bags
, to a half whiskey barrel for my potatoes to rectangular planting boxes on my mini greenhouse. The terra cotta
round pots on the floor were recycles from our neighbor. She was going to throw them away. Smith is
completely sold on self-watering containers. They are great for those days when maybe, just maybe, we do not
get outside to water as quickly as we shouldâ€¦ The main benefit he lists is that there is a consistent level of
moisture available for the plant-from the bottom up-which means the roots always have access to water. Clay
and containers made from similar porous materials will dry out much quicker than metal or plastic containers.
If you live someplace where it freezes, clay containers will start to break after a few years as the moisture gets
into the pores and freezes.
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You can grow organic fruits and vegetables and still have an enjoyable, attractive garden year round with the help of
The Beautiful Edible Garden (Ten Speed Press, ). Authors and landscape design team, Leslie Bennett and Stefani
Bittner give you great container garden ideas that are beautiful as well as edible.

All you need is a pot or container in fact! There are so many varieties of vegetable that can really thrive in
containers, which could be anything from pots on your patio to window boxes outside your kitchen window. It
certainly takes a lot to beat the zing of freshly snipped herbs, or the satisfying flavour of homegrown potatoes.
Here are my top 10 vegetable varieties to try in containers. Soak the seeds in warm water for a few hours
before sowing to speed up germination. Sow three seeds together about an inch deep in the soil, about four
inches away from other seeds. Water during dry spells and harvest once they are the size of golf balls.
Tomatoes You can grow tomatoes in pots, growbags and even hanging baskets! Bush or trailing varieties are
best for containers. Plant young plants in large containers in May, once all danger of frost has passed, and
cover with a fleece during unnaturally cold spells. Keep evenly watered to prevent the fruit from splitting and
feed with a high-potash tomato fertiliser for even more tomatoes. Radish Crispy, peppery radishes are great in
salads and a good crop for beginner veg gardeners. They are trouble-free and ready to harvest in as little as a
month. Sow seeds about 1cm deep and at least an inch apart. Do this little and often between March and
August for a continuous supply and water well. Harvest after about a month, before they mature and become
woody. Many people think potato plants need lots of room to grow, but what they actually need is deep soil.
They will grow in long containers like barrels or plastic dustbins. Try earlies which can be planted now and
harvested in July and August. Put up to three tubers in a 40L capacity container and earth up the soil around
the plant as it grows. Swiss Chard Chard is a stunning leafy green that is related to spinach and beetroot. Sow
seeds about 1inch deep from now until July but remember to thin out the seedlings to the distance on the
packet. Harvest regularly to support regrowth and cut the outer leaves first. Lettuce Perfect for tiny spaces as
you can even make your own vertical lettuce garden! Grow your own fresh salads with lettuce plants. You
need rich soil that is kept really moist for lettuces to grow well. Water in the morning rather than the evening
and cut the head when the firm heart has formed. Carrots Like potatoes, carrots need deep soil to grow well,
but there are short-rooted varieties that do well in containers. Sow thinly cm apart , from now until July, place
in a sunny spot and only water during dry periods. Be careful not to bruise or crush the foliage as the smell
may attract the root-ruining pest, carrot fly. Chillies Perfect for adding a fiery kick to a multitude of dishes,
chilli plants grow best under glass, in a greenhouse or on a windowsill, but they can survive outdoors in a
warm, sheltered spot with strong sunlight. The warmer the conditions are, the spicier the chillies! Sow seeds
indoors and then plant out into 2 litre containers from May onwards, avoiding any late frosts. They are also
extremely easy to grow. Sow about half an inch deep into containers every couple of weeks from March
onwards for a long supply. Keep watered in dry weather, and harvest after about 8 weeks. Herbs Kitchen herbs
are the easiest edible plants to grow and deserve a spot on any container gardening list. Try thyme, chives,
mint, sage, parsley, oregano and rosemary outdoors, and basil and coriander on the kitchen windowsill.
Always choose herbs you love to cook with and keep them by the kitchen or back door, so you remember to
use them. Want more container ideas? Check out this blog on growing your own cocktail garnishes: Or for
more hints and tips about growing your own, check out my Pinterest Board:
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Edible container gardens are totally dependent on you 'feeding' the soil regularly to build humus. Affiliate Links: Your
support of this site is appreciated! Add compost, rock minerals, seaweed, worm castings (vermicast) and other organic
inputs as part of your routine for an abundance of healthy food.

Use these container garden ideas to grow organic fruits and vegetables in a small space. By Leslie Bennett and
Stefani Bittner May Lettuces and salad greens are beautiful accent plants that can be grown in smaller
containers, even shallow tabletop planters. Photo Courtesy Ten Speed Press You should use your space wisely
and grow plants that are really transformative to your eating and cooking experience, such as culinary herbs.
Authors and landscape design team, Leslie Bennett and Stefani Bittner give you great container garden ideas
that are beautiful as well as edible. You can purchase this book from the Mother Earth Living store: The
Beautiful Edible Garden. This criteria can yield any number of combinations of plants for your garden â€”
here are a few that no cook should be without: It does not include a lot of larger annual vegetables because, for
the most part, vegetables like broccoli, carrots, cucumbers, squash, and beefsteak tomatoes do better in the
ground where they are assured of plentiful root space and nutrients. If you do want to give one of these a try,
though, choose smaller, less sprawling varieties of annual vegetables. Determinate, small-fruited, or
cherry-size tomatoes are best. Be sure to use a teepee-style trellis that will not only support the plant but also
keep it tidy. Likewise, look for smaller growing bush varieties of vegetables like summer squash and
cucumbers. It can be convenient to separate your perennial and annual plantings so that you have some
containers that can be left alone and counted on to look good while you spend time maintaining the others.
Continue Reading As you would in a planting bed, your first step is to place your large anchor plants, keeping
plant height in mind as you place them. Set the larger plants in the back of the container or, if the container is
accessible from all sides, in the center. Unlike other dwarf fruit trees like apples or figs that can be suited to
container growing, citrus is evergreen and thus is a great anchor or screening plant for any outdoor space.
Citrus is susceptible to frost damage, so place it in a protected area against a wall. If you live in a colder
climate, growing citrus in containers is probably the only way to include them in your garden. Other evergreen
perennial edibles that look beautiful in container gardens include lavender, rosemary, culinary sweet bay,
scented geraniums, and lemongrass. Lemon verbena is a wonderful deciduous perennial herb for tea; because
it is tall with bright chartreuse green lacy leaves, it is perfect for placing in the rear of a larger ornamental
planting container. Plant edible flowers, like scented geraniums, nasturtiums, agastache, or Viola odorata, and
let your herbs go to flower. Fresh salad greens are a delicious addition to your meals. Lettuces and salad
greens are also beautiful accent plants that can be grown in smaller containers, even shallow tabletop planters.
Use them for annual color; they also look pretty grouped together in colorful masses. Even kales, mustards,
and chards can be grown in small containers if you plant them close together and harvest as baby salad greens.
If you want to plant salad greens like lettuce or arugula for daily use, just make sure that you save some space
to do some succession plantings. Annual vegetables such as scallions, shallots, bulbing onions, celery, chard,
kale, lettuce, peppers, and bush green beans can all be included in a mixed ornamental plant container. The
wide green leaves of green beans are pretty and serve as a lovely backdrop for surrounding flowers in an
ornamental planting; just tuck them in a sunny spot and harvest in a couple of weeks. Hot and sweet peppers
are a beautiful addition to any ornamental planting too, and will hang around ripening and getting spicier until
you need them. You can also tuck colorful, variegated sage into any number of small spaces. If you want to
soften up the look of a planter with a dwarf tree in it, add an underplanting of mint, viola, and dangling
strawberries. For a modern look, a simple underplanting of groundcover chamomile, succulents, or gravel
mulch does the trick.
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"the edible container garden" Cancel. McGee & Stuckey's Bountiful Container: Create Container Gardens of Vegetables,
Herbs, Fruits, and Edible Flowers Feb 1,

Garden to plate in minutes. Being able to grow in a greenhouse is a bonus in cooler climates The summer on
the Isle of Man is usually wet and sometimes cold. It can be a difficult place to grow some fruits and
vegetables but others like greens, cabbage, raspberries, and potatoes love this climate. I really hope at least
some of them ripen before Josh and I head to the states at the end of August. If not, our house-sitters will be in
for a treat! Many edibles can be grown in containers and pots Outside the greenhouse I have a menagerie of
planters â€” some plastic, some stone, some ceramic, and some wooden. Not just any pallet wood though â€”
it needs to be heat treated rather than chemically treated or you risk horrible pesticides and fungicides leaching
into your compost. In my containers I grow strawberries. I waited months to see if anyone would take it and
then decided to put it to use at home. It serves two functions here. They were sown at the same time but I
suspect the coriander has been a bit slow due to the cool weather. An upended pallet is perfect for growing
salad greens in Last year I had the idea to flip a pallet over, strip it down, add wheels, and create a massive and
mobile planter. The red lettuce in the back grows in heads and the green in the foreground is a
cut-and-come-again variety. One of the best things about this planter is that you can broadcast sow â€”
meaning you sprinkle seeds everywhere rather than in a row. I use wooden dividers to show where one crop
ends and another begins. If you have one planter, make it this one A few years ago I came up with the idea of
cutting up a pallet and putting it together as a planter. The straw mulch along the top and the sides is doing its
job of keeping the plants moist and protected. A large food tin can be used to create a succulent planter A fun
project of mine was to cut holes in a metal olive oil tin and use it to plant an array of succulents in. I have this
sitting by the door and it greets everyone who visits with a green and gold hello. Wildflower Cottage Garden I
sowed my little patch at the gate with wildflower seeds again this year and have just let it do its thing. There
are buttercups and poppies and calendula growing in a wild tangle and I absolutely love it. Sure there are
plenty of weeds, but it looks natural and attracts and feeds beneficial insects including bumblebees and
honeybees. The difference four months can make Back in March this is what the patch looked like. It still
astonishes me just how much the garden can change with a bit more light and warmth. Everything comes back
to life in an explosion. In a few months time it will return to this state to wait out the winter and to spring back
to life yet again in Back in the allotment things are doing great too. The gooseberries and raspberries are
fruiting, the garlic needs digging, and new potatoes are ready for the kitchen. You might like these ideas too
How to Save Tomato Seeds on a Paper Towel Using paper towels is the easiest way to save tomato seeds Tips
on how to easily save tomato seeds on a paper towel and tips on planting them the fol How to Bottle Tomatoes
Preserve the harvest: Use this method to preserve homegrown tomatoes or buy the Sweetly scented chamomile
soap recipe Natural chamomile soap recipe made with essential oil, chamomile flowers, and naturally coloured
yellow using a
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You don't need a large space to grow an edible garden. Though I do have an allotment garden, it's my crops at home in
my container garden that are the most calendrierdelascience.com're close at hand, easy to keep an eye on, and grow
quicker since they're kept in a more sheltered place.

Tweet Beat the summer heat when you plant a container garden with cool, refreshing edibles. Grow Sweet
Berries Berries and other fruits make delicious smoothies, lemonades, and other treats. Strawberries are
especially sweet when picked fresh and ripe from your own plants. While they do best in slightly acidic
ground, strawberries also thrive in pots or planters filled with good-quality potting soil. Choose from
June-bearing types, which bear over a three-week period, or everbearing varieties, which produce fruit through
the summer and into fall. There are advantages to growing strawberries, as well as blueberries and dwarf
raspberries, in containers, rather than in the ground. Berries need to be well-watered, so check them often by
sticking a finger into the soil to see if it feels dry below the surface. You may want to tuck a layer of compost
and mulch around the plants to help retain moisture. Grow your own Garnishes Containers are perfect for
growing garnishes for your beverages and favorite dishes. Containers also corral mints, which have a tendency
to take over the garden if left unchecked. Look for mints that smell like peppermint, spearmint, orange, lemon
and apple. You can also grow basil, oregano, thyme, rosemary, dill, cilantro, and many other herbs. Keep the
pots or planters in a sunny spot near your kitchen or outdoor grill, and snip fresh sprigs when you need them.
You can even plant a dwarf citrus tree , such as a Kaffir lime or Meyer lemon, in a container, and overwinter it
indoors if you live in a cold climate. Sliced lemons and limes brighten the flavor of many foods and drinks.
Grow container vegetables Salads and cold soups whip up fast with fresh vegetables. Cool down with a bowl
of gazpacho, a cold soup made from tomatoes, or create a soup base from chopped cucumbers and yogurt. For
a cucumber container garden, choose a bush variety, or plant a vining type in a large container that can hold a
trellis to support the plant as it grows. Give your cukes six hours or more of sun each day. Since cucumbers
are heavy feeders, use a potting soil premixed with fertilizer. Water the plants regularly, and harvest often. If
allowed to overripen, cucumbers become bitter, and the plants slow down or stop bearing. Tomatoes also need
large containers, such as five-gallon pots or buckets. Read the tags on your varieties to see if staking is
recommended. You can munch on cherry and grape tomatoes between meals, pick cucumbers for quick salads,
or pop handfuls of berries for nutritious, on-the-go snacks. How To Plant a Container Garden of cool edibles:
Read the tags on your plants to find their size at maturity. Bush and dwarf varieties are usually your best bets.
Choose containers with drainage holes, or drill some holes in the bottom. Add a layer of gravel or broken
pottery to improve drainage. Move your containers into place before filling them. They may be too heavy to
move later. Add the plants and gently firm more soil around their roots. Water thoroughly to settle them in. Go
here now to post your gardening ideas, questions, kudos or complaints. We have gardening experts standing
by to help you!
Chapter 7 : Container Gardening â€“ Bonnie Plants
Just like with any type of gardening, successful container gardening starts with the soil. Healthy soil leads to healthy
plants, but in containers, you shouldn't rely on regular gardening soil, which can be too heavy and get water-logged in a
pot.

Chapter 8 : The Edible Container Garden: Growing Fresh Food in Small Spaces by Michael Guerra
Edible Container Designs A mixture of edibles and ornamental plants in a series of striking containers turns an otherwise
bland fence line into a gorgeous (and delectable!) garden area. Group similar-style pots along your outdoor steps to
show off pretty edibles like tomatoes and peppers.
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The deck area that I see from my kitchen window needs help! Here's how I planted an edible container garden on my
deck, not only to improve the view from my kitchen window but also to provide.
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